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 Massive Bibliography of Spanish Authors,
Handsomely Printed by Ibarra

1. Antonio, Nicolas: BIBLIOTHECA HISPANA NOVA SIVE HISPANO-
RUM SCRIPTORUM QUI AB ANNO MD. AD MDCLXXXIV. FLORUERE 
NOTITIA. [with:] BIBLIOTHECA HISPANA VETUS, SIVE HISPANORUM, 
QUI USQUAM UNQUAMVE SCRIPTO ALIQUID CONSIGNAVER-
UNT, NOTITIA.... Madrid: Joaquín Ibarra, 1783; 1788. Four volumes. NOVA: 
[12],xxiii,[1],830; [4],xxii,669,[1]pp., plus engraved frontispiece portrait of King 
Carlos III in first volume; Vetus: [4],xxvii,[1],556,viii; [4],467pp., plus engraved 
frontispiece portrait of Antonio and plate entitled “Membranae” in first volume. 
Complete, but with the twenty-two-page section of preliminaries in the second 
volume of the Nova misbound, actually belonging in the second volume of the 
Vetus. Folio. Half titles in all four volumes. Uniformly bound in contemporary 
mottled calf, central gilt armorial device on front board of each volume, rebacked 
in matching gilt calf, gilt leather labels. Minor shelf wear, corners worn. Old per-
sonal library shelf notations on front free endpaper of second, third, and fourth 
volumes. Very occasional light foxing. Very good.

Second edition set of Antonio’s massive bibliography on Spanish authors from 
antiquity to the late 17th century, a production that is regarded as vastly supe-
rior in quality to each work in its first edition.  Somewhat confusingly, Antonio 
published his first bibliography on later Spanish authors; only after his death 
was the portion covering earlier Spanish authors discovered, written as a liter-
ary history of Spain.  Bibliotheca Hispana Nova... was published first in 1672, and 
covered Spanish authors published from 1500 to 1684; Bibliotheca Hispana Vetus...
was first published in 1696 and included authors from the time of Augustus to 
the year 1500.
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“Of both parts an excellent edition was published, by order of Charles III in the 
original Latin, at Madrid, in 1783 and 1788, in four volumes, folio, commonly 
known as the ‘Bibliotheca Vetus et Nova’ of Nicolas Antonio; the first being 
enriched with notes by Perez Bayer, a learned Valencian, long the head of the 
Royal Library at Madrid; and the last receiving additions from Antonio’s own 
manuscripts that bring down his notices of Spanish writers to the time of his death, 
in 1684.  In the earlier portion, embracing the names of about thirteen hundred 
authors, little remains to be desired, so far as the Roman or the ecclesiastical 
literary history of Spain is concerned; but for the Arabic we must go to Casiri 
and Gayangos, and for the Jewish to Castro and Amador de los Rios; while, for 
the proper Spanish literature that existed before the reign of Charles V, manu-
scripts discovered since the careful labors of Bayer furnish important additions.  

In the latter portion, which contains notices of 
nearly eight thousand writers of the best period of 
Spanish literature, we have, notwithstanding the 
occasional inaccuracies and oversights inevitable 
in a work so vast and so various, a monument of 
industry, fairness, and fidelity, for which those who 
most use it will always be most grateful.  The two, 
taken together, constitute their author, beyond all 
reasonable question, the father and founder of the 
literary history of his country” – Ticknor.

Joaquín Ibarra y Marín printed the Nova, while his heirs printed the Vetus in 
the immediate years after Ibarra’s death in 1785.  Ibarra was and remains a very 
important Spanish technician responsible for many advancements in the printer’s 
arts, namely improvements in paper, the standardization of type production, and 
the creation of new ink formulas.  He is most famous now for his beautiful 1780 
edition of Don Quixote, which is usually referred to as the “Ibarra Don Quixote.”  
Printed in the subsequent years after the Cervantes work, the present epic bib-
liography carries the best hallmarks of Ibarra’s printing art, namely handsome 
paper, gorgeous typography, and impeccable composition.
PALAU 13310. HEREDIA 3523. SALVA 80. SABIN 1720. Ticknor, History of 
Spanish Literature I, p.251. Besterman, The Beginnings of Systematic Bibliography, 
pp.44-45.  $3500.
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 Fencing Off the West
 

2. [Barb Wire Fencing]: [Sanborn & Warner]: FIFTH ANNUAL GLID-
DEN BARB WIRE POCKET COMPENDIUM FOR 1889. CONTAINING 
VALUABLE INFORMATION IN REFERENCE TO FENCE BUILDING. 
Houston, Tx.: Sanborn & Warner, [1888]. 48pp. plus black-and-white folding map 
with borders in red, 14 x 10¾ inches, laid in. Narrow 12mo. Original pictorial 
wrappers. Wrappers separated from textblock, wear and some loss to front wrapper 
due to previous owner excising the map from the pamphlet, wear to rear wrapper, 
ink stamp (Ft. Worth Implement Co.) on rear wrapper. Two long horizontal tears 
to titlepage, a few pencil marks to titlepage and two other pages, a few spots of 
light soiling and even tanning throughout. Three small closed tears to map at 
folds (no loss of text). Good.

 

A scarce promotional pamphlet from Sanborn & Warner, “pioneers in the in-
troduction and sale of Glidden Patent Steel Barb Fence Wire in the State of 
Texas in the year 1875.”  Glidden barb wire was manufactured by Washburn & 
Moen (Worcester, Massachusetts), one of the leading producers of barbed wire, 
and Sanborn & Warner was one of their main distributors to the western cattle 
market.  Along with calendar pages for each month and lists of population centers 
and weights and measures typical of an almanac, the pamphlet provides extensive 
information on Glidden barb wire, including the range of tensile strengths avail-
able, how to properly choose and measure out barb wire for fencing, and pricing 
information.  The wrappers feature lithographs by Clarke & Courts of Galveston 
showing Glidden’s factory in Worcester, a ranching scene, and a bale of barb wire.

 

The accompanying map of Texas was produced by Rand, McNally & Co., and 
has “Compliments of Sanborn & Warner, Houston, Texas” printed in the lower 
right corner.  The map also has various lists, including: “Altitudes along Texas 
& Pacific Railway,” “Comparative Annual Rainfall” of selected cities, and on the 
verso, “Railway Stations and Distance Tables,” and “Table Showing Number of 
Miles of Railroad in Operation in Each State and Territory July 1, 1888.”

 

OCLC lists only two copies, at the Newberry and Texas Tech University.
OCLC 262560390.  $875.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 Inside a Print Shop on Prince Edward Island

3. [Canadian Photographica]: PHOTOGRAPHS CHARLOTTETOWN 
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND [cover title]. Charlottetown, P.E.I. [ca. 1893-1897]. 
Thirty-six silver gelatin photographs mounted on both sides of sixteen leaves of 
thick card stock, the images on average approximately 4½ x 7 ½ inches. Occasional 
contemporary manuscript captions, some photographs with captions printed in 
the negative. Original padded leather over boards. Backstrip disconnected at front 
joint, leather on front board peeling, both boards rubbed and scuffed. Mounting 
leaves a bit soiled and foxed but quite sturdy. Some photographs a bit faded but 
mostly crisp. Very good.

A fascinating collection of photographs belonging to a late 19th-century book-
binder in Charlottetown, the capital of Prince Edward Island.  The owner was 
most likely a bookbinder at the print shop of Haszard & Moore, a landmark of 
turn-of-the-century Charlottetown founded by the son of a newspaper publisher.  

The photographs in this album include many views of 
Charlottetown’s government buildings and commer-
cial district on Queen Square, several images of the 
employees and interior of the bindery and print shop, 
photos of the 1895 Provincial Exhibition, and of Vic-
toria Park and the city’s surroundings.  Of additional 
note are a photograph of nurses working with patients 
at the recently built Prince Edward Island Hospital and 
several photos of passengers posing with their luggage 
in front of a thoroughly wrecked train.  There is also 
an images of a flooded street in Charlottetown, with 
residents looking on from their stoops.  A remarkable 
and exceedingly rare look at Prince Edward Island in 
the 1890s.  $2750.
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 First Edition of Catlin’s Classic

4. Catlin, George: LETTERS AND NOTES ON THE MANNERS, CUS-
TOMS, AND CONDITION OF THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS....
London. 1841. Two volumes. viii,264; viii,266pp., plus errata slip and hundreds of 
plates and maps. Large octavo. Contemporary three-quarter morocco and marbled 
boards, neatly rebacked with original gilt spines laid down, t.e.g. Bookplates on 
front pastedowns. Light tanning, other internally clean. Very good.

The first edition of Catlin’s famous book, one of the most important works on 
American Indians published in the 19th century.  Besides the description of his 
travels throughout the West, the book contains hundreds of line drawings of 
southern and western Indians, as well as two significant maps showing the loca-
tions of Indian tribes.  Catlin first went west in 1830, travelling extensively for 
the next six years accumulating his “Indian Gallery.”  Letters and Notes... was 
published when he brought the exhibition to London.
WAGNER-CAMP 84:1. HOWES C241. STREETER SALE 1805. WHEAT 
TRANSMISSISSIPPI 453, 454, 455. CLARK III:141. REESE, BEST OF THE 
WEST 77.  $6000.
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 Recipes from a Women’s Group on the Mexican Border

5. [Cookbooks]: A MESS OF POTTAGE WITH OTHER GOOD THINGS. 
FOR CIVILIZED MAN CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT COOKS. N.B. – AND 
WOMEN DON’T LIKE IT. Eagle Pass, Texas: [Guide Printing Company], 1906. 
[10],77pp., including advertisements. Frontis. Original printed green wrappers. 
Wrappers a bit faded and stained, closed tear to top edge of front rapper, small 
chip starting on spine. Internally clean, some pages unopened. Very good.

A small cookbook put together by “Ye Cunninge Workers,” a women’s group in 
Eagle Pass, Texas, near the southeastern Texas-Mexico border.  “The housekeeper, 
weary of a dull succession of the same old dishes...we hope, in these modest pages, 
will find something to redeem her table from the slavery of the commonplace and 
to give zest to appetites of loved ones.”  Contains a variety of recipes, including 
some for Italian dishes, German dishes, “dishes for the Sick Room”, and several 
cocktail and liqueur recipes (including one for curaçao).  The influence of Eagle 
Pass’s location is apparent in this cookbook, which includes a chapter on Mexican 
dishes as well as a number of local advertisements, several of which are printed in 
Spanish or promote Mexican businesses.  OCLC locates three copies, at Baylor, 
Texas Tech, and the DeGolyer Library.  Not in Brown, Culinary Americana.  Quite 
uncommon and interesting.
OCLC 667025482.  $850.
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 Virtually Unknown as a Collection of Voyages

6. Coxe, Daniel, editor: A COLLECTION OF VOYAGES AND TRAVELS, 
IN THREE PARTS. PART I. THE DANGEROUS VOYAGES OF CAPT. 
THOMAS JAMES, IN ATTEMPTING TO DISCOVER A NORTH-WEST 
PASSAGE TO THE SOUTH-SEA...PART II. THE SIEUR POINTIS’S VOY-
AGE TO AMERICA; WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE TAKING OF CAR-
THAGENA FROM THE FRENCH IN 1697...PART III. A DESCRIPTION 
OF THE ENGLISH PROVINCE OF CAROLINA...BY DANIEL COXE.
[London]: Printed and sold for Olive Payne, 1741. Three parts bound in one vol-

ume. [10],142; viii,86,[2]; [54],122pp. 
plus three folding maps. Contemporary 
calf boards, ruled in gilt, rebacked in 
matching calf, raised bands, gilt leather 
label. Moderate edge wear and rub-
bing, light scuffing to boards, corners 
worn. Short closed tear near stub of 
first map; two-inch closed tear and 
separations along folds on third map 
expertly mended on verso. Internally 
clean. Overall, very good.

 

A rare collection of three works, which 
are sometimes found separately, but are 
here bound in a contemporary binding 
with the publisher’s general titlepage 
(a note printed below the imprint on 
the general titlepage states: “N.B. Ei-
ther Part may be had separate”) and 
separate titlepages for the second and 
third works.  The first part is a reissue 
of the 1740 edition of Thomas James’ 
voyage, a classic of northwestern ex-
ploration which was first published in 
London in 1633.  The second work is 
a reissue of the 1740 edition of Jean 
Bernard Louis Desjeans’ An Authentick 
and Particular Account of the Taking of 
Carthagena (first published in English 
in London in 1698).

 

The third part is the editor’s own work, 
the 1741 fourth edition of A Descrip-
tion of the English Province of Carolana, 
after the original of 1722.  Coxe’s book 
is one of the first English works to 

extensively describe what would become the Southeastern United States.  Coxe, 
who claimed grants to much of the South, sought to arouse British concern over 
French incursions, and did not limit himself to the Carolinas, discussing the lower 
Mississippi in detail as well.  Florida, Georgia, and Louisiana are also described.  
Howes and Church assert that this fourth edition was augmented with additions, 
though the collation remains the same as that of the earlier editions.  In fact, 
Lathrop Harper believed that the present work was made up of the sheets of the 
original 1722 edition, but with a new titlepage.

The elder Daniel Coxe was physician to Charles II and Queen Anne.  His son, 
who claimed to have resided in the Carolinas for some years, inherited his claims 
to grants and attempted to further them with this publication, which went through 
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numerous later editions.  Much of the information, gathered from British hunt-
ers and explorers, is published here for the first time.  The work is also credited 
with being the first published proposal of a political confederation of the North 
American colonies.  Cumming points out that the folding map accompanying the 
work is one of the very few maps that has “Carolana” printed on it, referring to 
the western territory adjacent to the colony of “Carolina.” “This is a compilation 
from various journals to impress the English public with the great importance 
of the region described, and to make it jealous of its occupation by the French.  
Under the name of ‘Carolana’ was comprehended the present State of Georgia, 
the Floridas, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.  The whole of this territory 
was claimed by Doctor Coxe, the father of the author, as proprietor under the 
Crown.  The author explored a great part of it, and lived there for fourteen years.  
Coxe wished to colonize the banks of the Mississippi near its mouth, in spite of 
the French claim to the territory.” – Church.

“In the Preface is the first printed proposal for a political confederation of all 
the British North American Colonies, leading up to a Governor General to [be] 
appointed by the Crown.” – Streeter.

Although all of these works are encountered in the market separately and the three 
together as a collection are well documented by bibliographers, in our experience 
and that of other colleagues with long memories in Americana, this format as a 
collection of voyages is almost never seen; it is only the third set we have ever 
handled.  Oddly, Howes rates the set of three works with his basic “a” rating but 
the separate issue of the third part as a “b.”
HOWES C825. SABIN 17278. EUROPEAN AMERICANA 741/47. VAIL 410. 
CLARK I, 68. CHURCH 886 (ref). STREETER 1120 (ref). LATHROP HARPER 
165:539.  $15,000.
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 “I go in for Texas....”

7. [Crockett, Davy]: DAVY CROCKETT’S ALMANAC. 1845. I LEAVE 
THIS RULE FOR OTHERS, WHEN I’M DEAD, “BE ALWAYS SURE 
YOUR [sic] RIGHT, THEN GO A-HEAD” [wrapper title]. Philadelphia & 
New York: Turner & Fisher, [1844]. [36]pp. Gathered signatures. Previously 
stitched (as issued), gatherings loose but complete. Some wear, light chipping, 
tanning, and a few spots of light soiling and foxing throughout. About very good. 
Partially untrimmed.

 

In addition to the classic tales and illustrations, this issue includes “Crockett’s 
Opinion of Oregon, and the Annexation of Texas to the U.S.”  Anticipating Texas’ 
entry into the Union in 1845, the author writes: “I go in for Texas...Every Texian 
is a Yankee o’ the second breed, an he’d fight for Uncle Sam jist as soon as he’d 
suck a wild goose egg without spoilin the shell....”  Although Oregon was not 
admitted until 1859, discussions were already underway in 1844.  Simply put, the 
author is in favor: “Feller citizens, I now conclude with 27 cheers for Oregun, the 
27th gun of Uncle Sam.”  Also included are the stories “Ben Hardin, Crockett, 
and Crockett’s Bear, at a Skating Frolic” and a descriptive essay about “A Sucker” 
with additional examples of a “Puke,” a “Wolverine,” and a “Hoosier.”
DRAKE 4302. AMERICAN IMPRINTS 44-1865. HOWES C897, “aa.” STREETER 
TEXAS 1270. GROLIER AMERICAN 100, 39. David Crockett, A Narrative of 
the Life of David Crockett of the State of Tennessee (Philadelphia: E.L. Carey & A. 
Hart, 1834).  $3850.
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 With Beautiful Colored Engravings

8. Curtis, William: Curtis, Samuel, arranger: LECTURES ON BOTANY, 
AS DELIVERED TO HIS PUPILS. [London]: Printed and sold by William 
Phillips, 1803-1804. Three volumes bound in two. [4],131; [6],114; [4],63pp., 
plus 119 handcolored plates with accompanying descriptive leaves. Frontispiece 
in first volume. 20th-century three-quarter red morocco and marbled boards by 
Bayntun, spine gilt with raised bands, a.e.g. Slight shelf wear. Slight foxing, oc-
casional offsetting from plates. Very good.

A beautiful set of William Curtis’ Lectures, featuring handcolored engravings 
within and a fine binding without.  The topics covered in the lectures include 
seeds, vegetation, roots, stalks, leaves, fructification, botanic classes and orders, 
and much more.  The illustrations are beautifully engraved and attractively col-
ored.  William Curtis (1746-99) apprenticed to and qualified as an apothecary, 
but his interests leaned heavily towards botany from an early age.  He acted as 
a demonstrator in botany while studying at St. Thomas’ Hospital, and in time 
was appointed demonstrator of plants and praefectus horti of the Society of 
Apothecaries at the Chelsea Physic Garden.  He developed his own botanical 
garden for studying native British plants at Bermondsey in 1773, and in 1779 he 
cultivated the more extensive London Botanic Garden at Lambeth Marsh.  Curtis 
published extensively on botanical and entomological topics, including the long-
running Botanical Magazine, and Flora Londinensis, which cemented his reputation 
and remains the finest collection of illustrations of British plants ever published.

The engravings were designed by Sydenham Edwards (bap.1768-1819) and cut by 
Francis Sansom (fl.1784-99).  Edwards connected with Curtis as a boy.  His repro-
ductions of plates from Flora Londinensis were noticed by one of Curtis’ friends, 
who brought them to his attention.  Curtis arranged for Edwards to receive formal 
training and within two years Edwards’ illustrations started appearing regularly 
in Curtis’ work.  In fact, Edwards was responsible for the plates in nearly every 
Curtis-related publication until Curtis’ death.  This is a handsome collection 
of Curtis’ work compiled by his cousin Samuel and abundantly illustrated with 
expertly-colored plates.
FREEMAN 889.  $1750.
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 Door-to-Door Book Salesperson Contract for a Nebraska Woman
 

9. [Employment Contract]: [PRINTED SALESPERSON’S CONTRACT FOR 
The Book of Life, ENTERED BETWEEN JOHN RUDIN & COMPANY 
AND MISS MARGARET WHARTON, December 1927]. Lincoln, Ne.: 1927. 
Four 8½ x 11 sheets, stapled in pairs. Minor edge wear. Manuscript signature of 
John Rudin on the contract. Very good.

 

A salesman’s contract hiring a Lincoln, Nebraska woman as a door-to-door 
salesperson of The Book of Life for John Rudin & Company.  The first two sheets 
comprise the contract itself, establishing a seven hour workday for Miss Wharton, 
her commissions, and her wages to be rendered so long as she “work faithfully 
and systematically the field assigned to her; deal honestly with the public; [and] 
perform all the forgoing to the best of her skill and ability.”  The contract is 
signed by Rudin and filled out with Wharton’s personal information, educational 
background, and references. The second pair of sheets describe the materials to be 
presented to the salesperson (including prospectus, sample bindings, order blanks, 
and a “Character Analysis Chart”) before providing advice for new employees 
memorizing and rehearsing their sales pitch.  The Book of Life was an eight-volume 
illustrated Biblical encyclopedia, published to “enable every household to possess 
the greatest of all literature in a form that will truly reveal the Bible as the Book 
of Life,” sold door-to-door in a variety of bindings and editions

 

Margaret Wharton was the daughter of popular Lincoln preacher Fletcher L. 
Wharton.  She was a member of the Lincoln women’s club and made considerable 
contributions to local events in her position as President of the Lincoln chapter 
of the American Legion Auxiliary.

 

An uncommon survival helping to document a woman’s employment as a door-
to-door book salesperson.  $475.
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 Thoroughly Illustrated Florida Promotional Pamphlet

10. [Florida]: FACTS AND PHOTOS OCALA, FLORIDA MARION COUNTY 
[wrapper title]. [Lynchburg, Va.: J.P. Bell Company Incorporated, ca. 1910]. 44pp. 
including illustrations, plus two postcards. Oblong octavo. Original pictorial 
wrappers, stapled. Minor wear. Near fine.

A rare promotional booklet for Marion County, Florida around the turn of the 20th 
century, primarily focused on attracting farmers.  The county’s slogan, “Good as 
the Best for Fruit and Vegetables/ Better than the Rest for ‘Hog and Hominy’”, 
adorns the first page.  The final page drives home the point, stressing that “This 
county contains good land within its boundaries....Her resources are unlimited; 
the industrious farmer can succeed.”  The pamphlet itself is mostly made up of 
photographic illustrations, with occasional text about the climate, schools, and 

other amenities in the region.  The illustrations show homes, farms, street scenes, 
flora, golf clubs and other recreations, and more.  An insert at the end comprises 
two postcards to be detached and mailed to the Marion County Board of Trade 
for further information.  Marion County was greatly affected by the Great Freeze 
of 1894-5, which saw Orlando reach its all-time record low temperature of eigh-
teen degrees Fahrenheit and wreaked havoc on Florida’s citrus crop.  Land that 
had cost as much as $1000 per acre in the early 1890s dropped dramatically in 
value, and even at the time of this pamphlet’s printing per-acre prices in Marion 
County were advertised in a range from ten to a hundred dollars.  This pamphlet 
is quite rare; OCLC locates only two institutional copies, at Duke University and 
the State Library of Florida.
OCLC 21247139.  $1250.
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 In Original Wrappers

11. Fremont, Jessie Benton: A YEAR OF AMERICAN TRAVEL. New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1878. 190,[2]pp. 16mo. Original printed wrappers. Small chips 
at spine ends and edges of wrappers. Early ownership inscription of “Adelaide For-
rester” in upper margin of first text page. Very clean internally. Near fine overall.

This book chronicles an exciting year by anyone’s standards, the life of the Fre-
monts from 1848 to 1850.  It describes their trip to California to take up pastoral 
life there after Fremont’s retirement from the Army, their acquisition of the vast 
Mariposa Estate, the discovery of gold and the excitement of California in 1849, 
and finally their return east.  Included are three letters by Fremont relative to his 
disastrous Fourth Expedition into the mountains of Colorado.  Make no mistake, 
though, this account is clearly written from Jessie Fremont’s point of view, and in 
her voice.  Aside from her husband’s exploits, she discusses the quality of life for 
women in the West, the slavery controversy in California, local politics, her trip 
across the Isthmus in early 1849, Spanish customs, the status of Mission Indians, 
and more.  Her primary motivation for writing the book was to raise money for 
the family after Fremont’s bankruptcy during the Panic of 1873.  Jessie’s writings, 
in fact, became the family’s most reliable source of income.

“The coincidental events of the California gold discovery combined with her 
own adventures make her recollections doubly interesting” – Kurutz.  Although 
at first glance this book would not seem a candidate for rarity, considering the 
prominence of the author and the publishing house (Harper’s), the experience 
of a number of veteran Americanists would suggest otherwise.  We have only 
handled three copies of this work previously, all of those more than twenty years 
ago.  Not in either the Eberstadt or Decker catalogues.
HOWES F363. COWAN, p.848. ROCQ 15815. GRAFF 1427. KURUTZ 255a. 
RADER 1477. REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 86 (note).

$5000.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57117/jessie-benton-fremont/a-year-of-american-travel
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57117/jessie-benton-fremont/a-year-of-american-travel


 With Large Maps of New Mexico and Its Railroad Routes

12. Frost, Max, editor: NEW MEXICO. ITS RESOURCES, CLIMATE, 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGICAL CONDITION. Santa Fe, N.M.: New 
Mexican Printing Company, 1890. 216pp. plus tipped-in errata slip and two large 
lithographed folding maps. Original tinted pictorial wrappers. Expertly mended 
along joint of front wrapper. Text a bit toned, but clean. Very good.

First edition of this uncommon promotional for the territory of New Mexico, 
printed in Santa Fe by the Bureau of Immigration, and including large folding 
maps of New Mexico and its land grants, and of the Santa Fe Railroad Route and 
connections.  The text covers a wide range of subjects, such as the land and its 
energy resources, farming (with a chapter on “Agriculture Along the Rio Grande”), 
cattle raising, manufacturing, irrigation projects (especially in the Pecos Valley), a 
chapter on the New Mexico Hot Springs, schools, population statistics, and a long 
section of detailed descriptions of the New Mexico territory county by county.

The first map shows the location, boundaries and grantees of all the numerous 
early Spanish and Mexican Land Grants, prepared by the Bureau of Immigra-
tion, of which Max Frost was a member of the Executive Committee.  The status 
of land grants in New Mexico at this time was a matter of contention, and the 
detailed information given on this map would have been of interest to current 
and prospective landowners in the territory.  The second map, by Rand McNally, 
shows the routes and extensive connections along the Santa Fe Railroad, from 
Chicago to Missouri, and then snaking into Kansas and throughout the southwest.

A scarce work institutionally, and rather rare in the market.
ADAMS, HERD 857, “scarce.” EBERSTADT 105:235. DOROTHY SLOAN 
18:34.  $1250.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55534/max-frost/new-mexico-its-resources-climate-geography-and-geological-condition
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55534/max-frost/new-mexico-its-resources-climate-geography-and-geological-condition
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55534/max-frost/new-mexico-its-resources-climate-geography-and-geological-condition


 Circumnavigating the Globe with Dampier

13. Funnell, William: A VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD. CONTAINING 
AN ACCOUNT OF CAPTAIN DAMPIER’S EXPEDITION INTO THE 
SOUTH-SEAS IN THE SHIP ST. GEORGE, IN THE YEARS 1703 AND 
1704...TOGETHER WITH THE AUTHOR’S VOYAGE FROM AMAPALLA 
ON THE WEST-COAST OF MEXICO, TO EAST-INDIA...THE CAPE OF 
GOOD HOPE, &c. London: W. Botham, for James Knapton, 1707. [24],300 [i.e. 
302],[18]pp. plus ten engraved plates and five folding engraved maps and charts. 
Contemporary paneled calf, rebacked with original gilt leather label. Minor edge 
wear, corners worn. Two bookplates on front endpapers. Single small wormhole 
running through text, plates and maps, most noticeable as a small track in the 
index. Minor toning. Very good.

First edition of this important contemporary account of an early circumnavigation 
of the globe.  “It was Funnell, not Dampier, who really circumnavigated the globe 
on this voyage, as Dampier proceeded only as far as the South Seas.  The purpose 
of the expedition was to harass the Spaniards and take plunder from vessels and 
towns in South America.  Its failure was due to the differences that arose between 
them.  Funnell arrived in England before Dampier and seized the opportunity to 
compose a relation of his voyage; a task for which he was poorly qualified.  His 
narrative contained much that was disapproved of by Dampier, who immediately 
after published a Vindication of his voyage, pointing out the misrepresentations 
of Funnell” – Hill.  The folding world map usually bound as the frontispiece is 
here bound before the first page of text.  Sometimes considered a fourth volume 
of Dampier’s account, though there is no indication it was meant as such at the 
time of publication.
HILL 664. BORBA DE MORAES I:333-334. ESTC T52634. SABIN 26213.
  $5750.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54735/william-funnell/a-voyage-round-the-world-containing-an-account-of-captain-dampiers-expedition-into-the-south-seas
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54735/william-funnell/a-voyage-round-the-world-containing-an-account-of-captain-dampiers-expedition-into-the-south-seas


 The Final Addition of Land to the Continental United States
 

14. [Gadsden Purchase Treaty]: SECRETARIO DE ESTADO Y DEL DES-
PACHO DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES. S.A.S. EL GENERAL PRESI-
DENTE SE HA SERVIDO DIRIGIRME EL DECRETO...QUE HABIÉN-
DOSE CONCLUIDO Y FIRMADO EN ESTA CAPITAL EL DIA DE 30 DE 
DICIEMBRE DEL AÑO PRÓXIMO PASADO DE 1853, UN TRATADO 
ENTRE LA REPÚBLICA MEJICANA Y LOS ESTADOS-UNIDOS DE 
AMÉRICA...[caption title and beginning of text]. Mexico City. July 20, 1854. 
[8]pp., text in Spanish and English in double columns. Folio. Trimmed at bottom 
edge, not affecting text. A bit of light foxing. Very good. In a cloth chemise and 
half morocco and cloth slipcase, spine gilt.

 

The first Mexican printing of the Gadsden Purchase agreement, known in Mexico 
as Venta de la Mesilla.  The Gadsden Treaty involved the purchase of territory 
from Mexico by the United States which had been in dispute since the conclu-
sion of hostilities in 1848.  It included a large portion of what became southern 
Arizona (most notably Tucson) and a smaller portion of southern New Mexico.  
The United States gained the land, and Mexico received ten million dollars and 
an end to covetousness from her neighbor to the north.  It was the last addition 
to the continental United States.  The treaty was signed on Dec. 30, 1853, ratified 
by the United States Congress with some changes on April 25, 1854, and with the 
approval of Santa Anna went into effect on June 30. The agreement was ordered 
to be printed by Santa Anna on July 20.  This is the official printing of that date, 
signed in type by the Mexican Secretary of State Manuel Diez de Bonilla, with 
text in parallel columns of Spanish and English.

 

A rare original document, with only five copies in OCLC over several records, 
recording examples at the Huntington Library, Harvard Law School, the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, and Yale (two copies).  This is the first copy ever 
handled by this firm.
MALLOY, p.1121 (ref). OCLC 28040763, 54232008, 702681415, 13163879.
  $11,000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57073/gadsden-purchase-treaty/secretario-de-estado-y-del-despacho-de-relaciones-exteriores-s-a-s-el-general-presidente-se-ha
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57073/gadsden-purchase-treaty/secretario-de-estado-y-del-despacho-de-relaciones-exteriores-s-a-s-el-general-presidente-se-ha


 A Dramatic Allegory for the Dangers of Drinking

15. [Hanks, Stedman Wright]: BLACK VALLEY RAIL ROAD. GREAT 
CENTRAL FAST ROUTE. ACCIDENTS BY COLLISIONS ENTIRELY 
AVOIDED AS NO UP-TRAINS ARE RUN OVER THE ROAD. TICKETS 
SOLD AT ALL LIQUOR SHOPS. LOOK OUT FOR PICKPOCKETS 
WHILE PURCHASING TICKETS [caption title]. Boston: S.W. Hanks, 1863. 
Lithographic print with hand coloring and some printed text, 18 x 23¾ inches. 
Slightly tanned, minor foxing, lightly dampstained in lower left. Some shallow 
marginal chipping, short closed tear to lower margin. Very good.

One of many editions of this large and fanciful lithographic print warning against 
the dangers of drinking, distributed by various temperance groups in the same 

year.  The “Black Valley Railroad” 
(“tickets sold at all liquor shops”) be-
gins in Sippington, but quickly travels 
through Tippleton, Drunkards Curve, 
Gamblersville, and Prisonton before 
barreling on towards Horrorland, Idiot 
Flatts, and the Devil’s Lair and ending 
at Destruction.  The illustration depicts 
a train whose engine, in the shape of 
a dragon and serpent, is powered by 
alcohol and fed by bags of coal and 
rye as it pulls away from Drunkards 
Curve and travels towards a forest full 
of flying vultures and demons and an 
erupting volcano in the distance.  In 
the foreground the free carriage bound 
“For Temperance Land” waits to take 
passengers away, and an ambulance 
collects all those who waited too long 
to get off.  The image is flanked on 
either side by a list of stops including 
those previously mentioned, each ac-
companied by a citation to a bible verse.

 

The man behind the Black Valley 
Railroad was one Stedman Wright 
Hanks, a cousin of Abraham Lincoln 
and Congregational minister in Low-
ell, Massachusetts.  Hanks was a fiery 
preacher who spent his career speaking 

out against the moral repugnance of slavery and alcohol.  He was also a founding 
member of the Temperance Alliance and the Boston Seamen’s Friend Society.  
Some years after his creation of the Black Valley Railroad with this print and a 
similar four-page pamphlet, Hanks also wrote two works of fiction comprised of 
stories and poems about the Black Valley Railroad, published in 1871 and 1879 
respectively.  The lithograph is attributed to Emil F. Ackermann, a German-born 
lithographer active in Philadelpha and Boston who is also known for his portraits 
of Union officers.  “One of the best of the temperance prints...Ackerman takes 
rank as a lithographer of considerable merit, and it is to be regretted that he did 
not do more” – Peters. While numerous versions of the Black Valley Railroad 
illustration were printed in 1863, OCLC does not record this exact variant; we 
otherwise locate only a handcolored copy at the Yale University Art Gallery.
PETERS AMERICA ON STONE, p.71. Who Was Who in American Art I, p.52. 
 $1000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57148/stedman-wright-hanks/black-valley-rail-road-great-central-fast-route-accidents-by-collisions-entirely-avoided-as-no-up
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57148/stedman-wright-hanks/black-valley-rail-road-great-central-fast-route-accidents-by-collisions-entirely-avoided-as-no-up


 Rare Guide for Japanese Tourists in Hawaii Pre-WWII

16. [Hawaii]: HAWAI HONORURU ANNAI [printed in Japanese]. [TOUR-
ISM GUIDE FOR HONOLULU, HAWAII]. [N.p. ca. 1930]. Single folded 
sheet, 18 x 17 inches, printed in blue and orange on both sides and folded into 
eight panels (each panel 18 x 4¼ inches). Lightly soiled, minor foxing and wear 
near folds. Very good plus.

A brightly printed and well-preserved piece of Hawaii ephemera for visitors from 
Japan.  This brochure, put together by the Aala Automobile Union sometime 
around 1930, was given to visitors arriving by ship, and features a street map of 
Honolulu and brief descriptions of attractions accompanied by a photographic 
illustration in each panel, printed entirely in Japanese.  Among the attractions 
are the Moanalua Gardens, Diamond Head, Nuuanu Pali, the Bishop Museum 
of Natural History, and a bronze statue of Kamehameha I.  The reverse of the 
city map includes a small map of the island of Oahu accompanied by some details 
about the geography and population and advertises tours of the booklet’s other 
content operated by Aala.  A very rare and interesting look at Japanese tourism in 
Hawaii prior to World War II.  OCLC records a single copy at the International 
Resource Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken) in Kyoto.  $875.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57146/hawaii/hawai-honoruru-annai-printed-in-japanese-tourism-guide-for-honolulu-hawaii
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57146/hawaii/hawai-honoruru-annai-printed-in-japanese-tourism-guide-for-honolulu-hawaii


 In an Attractive Hawaiian Binding

17. [Hawaiian New Testament]: KE KAUOHA HOU A KO KAKOU HAKU 
E OLA’I, A IESU KRISTO: OIA KA OLELO HEMOLELE NO KE OLA, A 
NA LUNAOLELO I KAKAU AI. Honolulu: Ka Na Misionari Mea Pai, 1841. 
423pp. printed in double columns. 12mo. Contemporary calf, hinges expertly 
repaired. Minor edge wear. Early library ink note on front free endpaper. Minor 
scattered foxing. Very good.

The third printing of the New Testament 
in Hawaiian, following editions in 1835 
and 1837 (noted on the verso of the title-
page by the declaration “Ke kolu o ka pai 
ana”).  This copy is bound in an attractive 
contemporary Hawaiian binding.  The title-
page states, in Hawaiian, that this edition 
of the New Testament is translated from 
the Greek, and “printed for the American 
people who distribute the Bible,” i.e. the 
American Bible Society.  Though a total of 
10,000 copies were printed, this Hawaiian 
New Testament is scarce on the market.  
Forbes locates five copies, and OCLC 
adds only four more.
JUDD 221.  FORBES 1292 .  OCLC 
16338369, 156469526, 81286383.
                                               $2000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55559/hawaiian-new-testament/ke-kauoha-hou-a-ko-kakou-haku-e-olai-a-iesu-kristo-oia-ka-olelo-hemolele-no-ke-ola-a-na-lunaolelo-i-kakau
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55559/hawaiian-new-testament/ke-kauoha-hou-a-ko-kakou-haku-e-olai-a-iesu-kristo-oia-ka-olelo-hemolele-no-ke-ola-a-na-lunaolelo-i-kakau
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55559/hawaiian-new-testament/ke-kauoha-hou-a-ko-kakou-haku-e-olai-a-iesu-kristo-oia-ka-olelo-hemolele-no-ke-ola-a-na-lunaolelo-i-kakau


 An Important Early Work on Russia, from Firsthand Observations

18. Herberstein, Sigismund von: MOSCOUITER WUNDERBARE HIS-
TORIEN: IN WELCHER DESS TREFFENLICHEN GROSSEN LAND 
REÜSSEN, SAMPT DER HAUPSTATT MOSCAUW.... Basel: [Bey Niclauss 
Brillinger vnnd Maxx Russinger], 1563. [12],CCXVpp., including seven woodcut 
illustrations (five of them full-page) plus three double-page maps. Lacks the index. 
Folio. 20th-century grey-printed paper boards, green gilt label. Some wear and 
scrapes to boards, corners bumped.  Bookplate on front pastedown (see below). 
Occasional light tanning and soiling to pages. Very good.

The second German edition of Sigismund von Herberstein’s Notes on Russia, first 
published in 1549 in Latin, Rerum Moscoviticarum Commentarii, and one of the 
most important historical and ethnographical works on early 16th-century Rus-
sia.  Herberstein was born in the Hapsburg Empire, in present-day Slovenia, and 
served as a diplomat and member of the Imperial Council.  In his role as diplomat 
he served as the Imperial Ambassador to Russia, and he is most noted for his 
writings on the customs and history of Russia.  The handsome woodcuts show 
the accoutrements of a warrior, mounted warriors on horses, various elegantly 
decorated riding equipment, and a charming scene of sleighing and skiing.  Also 
of interest are the full-page woodcuts of two species of bulls, which have helped 
prove that the “tur” (or auroch) was the predecessor of the domestic bull, and 
the “zubr” was the European cousin of the American bison.

This copy was part of the renowned collection of Laura K. (1902-1997) and 
Valerian Lada-Mocarski (1898-1971).  Laura K. (or Polly) was a bookbinder and 
book preservation advocate who invented the PolyCase, a boxlike plastic exhibi-
tion case for rare books, documents, and artifacts.  Valerian was a commercial 
banker and scholar who collected material about Alaska and travelers in Russia 
before 1750, and produced a highly-respected bibliography of books on Alaska 
during the period before the American purchase.

This edition was translated by the Basel physician Heinrich Pantaleon, from the 
Latin original published in 1549.  The first edition is exceedingly rare, and no 
copies appear in auction records.  We only found two instances of this edition at 
auction, most recently the Wolfgang Herz copy, which sold in 2009 for $15,000.
ADAMS H-303. BMC 2:1256. BM STC (German) 397. VD16 H2207.
 $10,000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55834/sigismund-von-herberstein/moscouiter-wunderbare-historien-in-welcher-dess-treffenlichen-grossen-land-reussen-sampt-der
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM55834/sigismund-von-herberstein/moscouiter-wunderbare-historien-in-welcher-dess-treffenlichen-grossen-land-reussen-sampt-der


 England’s First Taste of the Louisiana Purchase

19. [Jefferson, Thomas]: [Sibley, John]: AN ACCOUNT OF LOUISIANA. 
BEING AN ABSTRACT OF DOCUMENTS DELIVERED IN, OR TRANS-
MITTED TO, MR. JEFFERSON, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA; AND BY HIM LAID BEFORE CONGRESS, AND PUB-
LISHED BY THEIR ORDER. London: Reprinted for John Hatchard, 1804. 
[2],43pp., including folding table on p.41. Later 19th-century three-quarter gilt-
tooled morocco and marbled boards, spine gilt. Spine and corners rather scuffed 
and worn, bookplate on front pastedown. Light scattered foxing, most pronounced 
on the titlepage. Overall a very good copy.

The rare first British edition, after the first American of the previous year.  One of 
the most important documents of the post-Louisiana Purchase period.  Based on 
material assembled by Thomas Jefferson, this publication provided basic knowl-
edge of Louisiana to a country hungry to hear about it, and in this edition to an 
overseas audience as well.  It was the first real account of the vast new western 
territory to become available to the American people, and as such, the magni-
tude of its importance is obvious.  It provides details of geography, inhabitants, 
Indians, laws, agriculture, and navigation.  Howes suggests that the compiler of 
this work was John Sibley, a surgeon’s assistant in the Revolutionary War who 
eventually became a Louisiana State Senator.  This copy features the bookplate 
of A.J. Tullock, an engineer from Rockport, Illinois in the latter part of the 19th 
century who became sole owner of the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Company.
HOWES L493. SABIN 42178. WAGNER-CAMP 2b:13. REESE, FEDERAL 
HUNDRED 96 (ref). REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 26 (ref).  $2750.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57075/thomas-jefferson-john-sibley/an-account-of-louisiana-being-an-abstract-of-documents-delivered-in-or-transmitted-to-mr-jefferson
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM57075/thomas-jefferson-john-sibley/an-account-of-louisiana-being-an-abstract-of-documents-delivered-in-or-transmitted-to-mr-jefferson


 British Edition of Marshall’s Famous Biography

20. Marshall, John: THE LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, COM-
MANDER IN CHIEF OF THE AMERICAN FORCES DURING THE WAR 
WHICH ESTABLISHED THE INDEPENDENCE OF HIS COUNTRY, 
AND FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES...TO WHICH IS 
PREFIXED, AN INTRODUCTION, CONTAINING A COMPENDIOUS 
VIEW OF THE COLONIES PLANTED BY THE ENGLISH ON THE 
CONTINENT OF NORTH AMERICA. London: Printed for Richard Phil-

lips, 1804-1807. Five volumes. xxxvi,579,[1]; 
viii,633,[1]; viii,572; viii,684; viii,843,[1]pp., 
including one in-text illustration, plus twelve 
folding maps. Frontispiece in three volumes 
(two of them folding). Contemporary tree calf, 
gilt spines, gilt leather labels, all edges marbled. 
Moderate wear to bindings, corners bumped 
and worn, a few of the labels tender. Armorial 
bookplate of Spains Hall at Finchingham in 
Essex (home of the Ruggles-Brise family since 
1760) to each front pastedown, ink ownership 
signature of John Ruggles on each front free 
endpaper. Scattered foxing, some dust-soiling, a 
couple maps with small repairs to verso. Overall 
very good.

 

Octavo issue of the British edition which, accord-
ing to Howes, is the best edition of Marshall’s 
classic biography of Washington.  “After the 

able, accurate and comprehensive work of Chief Justice Marshall, it would be 
presumptuous to attempt a historical biography of Washington” – Jared Sparks.  
The first American edition and this first British edition contain a history of the 
colonies in the first volume which was omitted from later editions.  Howes calls 
for ten maps and six plates, which conforms to this set and the list of maps and 
plates in the rear of the fifth volume, though one of Howes’s “plates” is actually 
an in-text illustration on page 572 of the third volume.  A quarto British edition 
was also produced at the same time.
HOWES M317. SABIN 44788. REESE, REVOLUTIONARY HUNDRED 92 
(ref).  $5000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54912/john-marshall/the-life-of-george-washington-commander-in-chief-of-the-american-forces-during-the-war-which
https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54912/john-marshall/the-life-of-george-washington-commander-in-chief-of-the-american-forces-during-the-war-which


 The Landmark First Edition

21. McGlashan, Charles F.: HISTORY OF THE DONNER PARTY. A 
TRAGEDY OF THE SIERRAS. Truckee, Ca.: Published by Crowley and 
McGlashan, [1879]. 193pp. Original green pebbled blindstamped cloth, expertly 
rebacked retaining original gilt backstrip, corners neatly repaired. Early owner-
ship signature on titlepage; later ownership inscription on front pastedown. Text 
leaves lightly toned. Very good.

One of the best published works on the Donner Party ordeal, often reprinted 
throughout the subsequent decades.  The author, editor of the Truckee Republi-
can, had access to the manuscript records and letters of some of the survivors, as 
well as the diary of Patrick Breen, and was able to assemble a most trustworthy 
account of the journey, and its dissolution into cannibalism and tragedy.  It is 
still regarded as one of the indispensable accounts of the Donner Party.  “Long 
regarded as the definitive treatise on the subject.  The book has gone through 
many editions, virtually unchanged, and remains today an essential item for the 
student of the California story” – Hanna entry in Libros Californianos.

This first edition, printed in Truckee, a town very near the scene of the event, 
was followed in 1880 by an edition published by A.L. Bancroft in San Francisco, 
in which McGlashan deleted or revised passages that disturbed Donner Party 
survivors.
ZAMORANO 80, 53. HOWES M102, “b.” GRAFF 2610. RADER 2295. MINTZ 
318. COWAN, p.406. HOWELL 50:627. LIBROS CALIFORNIANOS, p.68. 
REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 193.  $3000.

https://www.williamreesecompany.com/pages/books/WRCAM54901/charles-f-mcglashan/history-of-the-donner-party-a-tragedy-of-the-sierras
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 A Letter from Future President Monroe 
to One of the Great Physicians of Early America

 

22. Monroe, James: [AUTOGRAPH LETTER, SIGNED, FROM SECRE-
TARY OF STATE JAMES MONROE TO DR. BENJAMIN RUSH, SEEKING 
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR HIS DAUGHTER]. Washington. May 26, 1811. [1]
p. on a single folded folio sheet, with address panel on verso of second leaf. Old 
folds. Staining and old repair to upper gutter of second leaf, wax seal torn away 
(not affecting text), light tanning. Very good.

 

A brief but intriguing letter from future president James Monroe to Dr. Benjamin 
Rush, esteemed physician and signer of the Declaration, regarding a possible 
medical procedure for his daughter, Eliza Monroe Hay.  Monroe writes: “Dear Sir, 
Many years have elapsed since I had the pleasure to see you, tho’ I have always 
taken a great interest in your welfare & in your professional success & fame.  I 
am sorry that a case in which my daughter Mrs. Hay is interested, should be the 
particular motive to this communication.  I am inclined to apply to you, from the 
respect I have for your talents, and a belief that it will give you satisfaction, to 
be instrumental, to the restoration of her health.  As the case is partly a surgical 
one, I shall be glad that you will have the goodness, to show the statement also 
to Dr. [Philip Syng] Phisick and send me the result of your joint reflections on it.  
I enclose you 20. dolrs., 10. for each as an introductory fee.  With great respect 
& esteem I am sincerely your friend & servant Jas Monroe.”

 

James Monroe (1758-1831) served as ambassador to France in 1794-96, then as 
special envoy to negotiate the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, and later as Secretary 
of State for most of the Madison administration.  Monroe’s presidency (1817-25) 
has been characterized as the Era of Good Feeling, due in part to his balanced 
approach to appointments and political decisions.   Eliza Monroe Hay (1786-1840) 
spent much of her childhood in Paris, where she was well educated.  During her 
father’s presidency she often assumed the role of honorary First Lady, as her 
mother was frequently in poor health.

 

Benjamin Rush (1745-1813) was a true Renaissance man: Surgeon General of 
the Continental Army, active member of the Sons of Liberty and signer of the 
Declaration of Independence, civic leader in Philadelphia, professor of chemistry, 
medical theory, and clinical practice at the University of Pennsylvania, treasurer of 
the U.S. Mint, and founder of Dickinson College.  He oversaw medical outfitting 
for the Lewis & Clark expedition, and published one of the first descriptions and 
treatments for psychiatric disorders in American medicine.  Philip Syng Physick 
(1768-1837) set up his first practice in Philadelphia in 1792 with the help of Rush.  
He was elected the first professor of surgery at the University of Pennsylvania 
and was later chair of anatomy.  Physick focused on developing solutions through 
practical experience, and in the process became known as the “Father of American 
Surgery.”  The exact nature of Eliza Monroe’s Hay illness is unknown, but her 
father was certainly endeavoring to put her care in excellent hands.  $12,500.
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 Limited Edition, Signed by Morgan

23. Morgan, Dale L., editor: THE WEST OF WILLIAM H. ASHLEY THE 
INTERNATIONAL STRUGGLE FOR THE FUR TRADE OF THE MIS-
SOURI, THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS, AND THE COLUMBIA, WITH 
EXPLORATIONS BEYOND THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE, RECORDED 
IN THE DIARIES AND LETTERS OF WILLIAM H. ASHLEY AND HIS 
CONTEMPORARIES 1822-1838. Denver: The Old West Publishing Company, 
1964. [4],liv,341pp., plus plates and folding map. Frontis. Folio. Half calf over 
brown buckram, spine with raised bands and red morocco gilt label. Fine.

Copy number 108, from an edition limited limited to 250 copies signed by Dale 
Morgan, without slipcase.  Ashley was an early American fur trader in the re-
gion, and his explorations beyond the Continental Divide helped establish the 
fur trade in the Rockies.  Using much previously unreleased material, Morgan 
tells Ashley’s story from the early days with the Missouri Fur Company to his 
conclusion as an important politician in Missouri.  He also publishes a number of 
obscure early Wagner-Camp items herein.  The illustrations include watercolors 
and lithographs by Bodmer, Seymour, and Catlin.  The excellent map depicts the 
area of his travels.  Designed and printed by Lawton Kennedy.
WAGNER-CAMP 22b(note).  $750.
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 First History of Blacks in Mississippi Written by an African American
 

24. Mosley, Mrs. Charles C.: THE NEGRO IN MISSISSIPPI HISTORY. 
Jackson, Ms.: Hedermen Brothers, 1950. 151pp. including photographic illustra-
tions. Original blue cloth. Boards somewhat stained and rubbed. Scattered light 
foxing, else internally clean. Author’s inscription on front pastedown. Very good.

 

This copy is inscribed “It was a pleasure to meet you. Mrs. Charles C. Mosley” 
on the front pastedown.

 

Published in 1950, Mrs. [Jessie] Mosley’s book was the first written about the 
history of African Americans in the state by an African American.  Mosley, the 
Dean of Students at Southern Christian Institute in Edwards, lamented the lack 
of education regarding the accomplishments of Black people in Mississippi, and 
did a careful job threading the needle to get her book published, striving “not to 
incite conflict over already existing problems,” as she writes in her introduction, 
but writing rather “purely as an ambassador of good will...to remind some and 
acquaint others with the contributions and achievements of the Negro within 
the State of Mississippi and to create better understanding between the races.”  
After a brief historical survey which panders slightly to her known conserva-
tive publishers, Mosley discusses the achievements of African Americans from 
Mississippi in education, literature, music, religion, and more.  The chapter on 
education in particular is accompanied by a number of photographic illustrations 
of schools, students, and professors, and the final chapter contains a long list of 
African-American inventors and the products they invented.

 

In addition to writing this book and working at Southern Christian Institute, 
Mosley also established a group called “The Negro in Mississippi Historical 
Society” which aimed to perform research and disseminate knowledge on the 
accomplishments of African Americans in their state.  A surprisingly uncommon 
work; OCLC records only fourteen copies at libraries.
OCLC 13345778. Sally L. McWhite, Echoes of the Lost Cause: Civil War Reverbera-
tions in Mississippi from 1865 to 2001 (Jackson: University of Mississippi Press, 
2002).  $1500.
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 The End of Robert Morris’ Career as a Financier

25. [North American Land Company]: [Morris, Robert]: PLAN OF ASSOCIA-
TION OF THE NORTH AMERICAN LAND COMPANY. ESTABLISHED 
FEBRUARY, 1795. Philadelphia: Printed by R. Aitken and Son, Market Street, 
1795. 25pp. Original plain blue-grey wrappers. Paper chipped along spine, stitch-
ing still quite tight. Minor edge wear and faint vertical crease. A bit toned and 
some minor foxing, otherwise internally clean. Without the folding leaf found in 
some variants. Very good.

A nice copy of a valuable pamphlet immediately preceding Revolutionary financier 
Robert Morris’ greatest folly.  The North American Land Company was the great 
real estate speculation operation ventured by Founding Father and the first U.S. 
Superintendent of Finance, Robert Morris.  One of the greatest land speculations 
of the period, it purchased six million acres of land of dubious quality in Georgia, 
Kentucky, North and South Carolina, Virginia and Pennsylvania.  Much of the 
land was rather barren and proved difficult to sell, taxes accrued faster than the 
land could be sold, and Morris was unable to procure support for the venture 
from European backers.  Due to these factors, combined with a healthy bit of 
embezzlement from one of Morris’ partners, the enterprise ultimately failed in 
spectacular fashion, triggering the Panic of 1796-7 and sending Morris and his 
partners into bankruptcy and several years of debtor’s prison.
HOWES P412. ESTC W28890. DE RENNE I, p.270. VAIL 1035. EVANS 
29220. EBERSTADT 168:378. ROSENBACH 36:480. SABIN 55548. REESE, 
FEDERAL HUNDRED 53.  $3500.
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 Scarce Book of Reminiscences from a Life-long Cowboy
 

26. Ricketts, W. P.: 50 YEARS IN THE SADDLE. Sheridan, Wy.: Star Pub-
lishing Company, 1942. [12],198,[2]pp., including portrait, map, and one in-text 
illustration, plus one plate. Original printed dark green cloth. Spine extremities 
slightly worn, minor shelf wear. Ownership signature on front pastedown crossed 
out with marker, some offsetting to front endpaper. Interior otherwise clean and 
unmarked. Very good plus.

 

Ricketts tells the story of his life as a cowboy in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries.  He was located primarily in Wyoming, but also travelled in the Texas 
panhandle as well as back and forth to Oregon.  Also contains the tale of a man 
from Hole-in-the-Wall Country who was killed for stealing cattle.  Rather scarce 
on the market.
GRAFF 3500. ADAMS HERD 1893. ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1851. HOWES R275, 
“aa.”  $1250.
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 A Primary Work on the Fur Trade

27. Ross, Alexander: THE FUR HUNTERS OF THE FAR WEST; A NAR-
RATIVE OF ADVENTURES IN THE OREGON AND ROCKY MOUN-
TAINS. London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1855. Two volumes. xv,[1],333; viii,262,[1]
pp., plus folding map. Lithographed frontispiece in each volume. 20th-century 
calf, spines gilt with raised bands. Light wear to boards and extremities. Light 
scattered foxing and a few spots of soiling, small closed tear to map stub, close 
cropping to lower edge of map. Very good.

The very scarce first edition of the work which Streeter describes as “a principal 
source for all writing on the fur trade in the Pacific Northwest during the period 
of activity of the North West Company and Hudson’s Bay Company.”  Ross was 

with the Astor Company but joined the North West Company when the former 
broke up.  In 1825 he travelled from the Pacific to Red River to take possession of 
a grant of 100 acres allotted him by Gov. Simpson.  Herein he gives an excellent 
account of his trip.  Rich in data about the Native Americans Ross encountered, 
this work is praised by Field, who states: “In all the qualities which should attract 
and hold our attention, it is rare to find the superior of Mr. Ross.”  The “Map of 
the Oregon” covers the area from north of Vancouver to “Mount Shasty.”  The 
appendix contains a Nez Perce vocabulary.
WAGNER-CAMP 269. SMITH 8785. HILL 1486. FIELD 1326. HOWES R449, 
“b.” SABIN 73327. TWENEY 89, 67 (note). GRAFF 3578. PILLING, PROOF-
SHEETS 3382. STREETER SALE 3719. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI 859. 
REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 137.  $1750.
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 Celebratory Photomontage for the 13th Amendment
 

28. [Slavery]: [Powell, George May]: [PHOTOMONTAGE OF THE MEN 
WHO PASSED THE THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT, ABOLISHING 
SLAVERY]. [New York: Powell and Co.], 1865. Single oval silver albumen pho-
tomontage, 10 x 8¾ inches, mounted on a larger sheet. Mount slightly tanned and 
foxed. Photograph a bit faded and with some minimal soiling, else quite clean. 
Very good overall.

 

A photographic montage featuring portraits (mostly from Brady) of Lincoln, Vice 
President Hamlin, and the 157 senators and congressmen who voted to pass the 
Thirteenth Amendment, abolishing slavery.  The man in the center of the montage 
is Schuyler Colfax, the journalist and representative from Indiana who became 
Vice President under Andrew Johnson.  This photomontage became quite popular 
at the time, and was also printed in a much smaller stereocard format measuring 
about three by two and a half inches.  An identification key to the figures in this 
photograph was printed separately (modern reproductions of the key are included 
here).  An uncommon contemporary tribute to the men who finally brought an end 
to slavery in the United States, with copies at Cornell, the Morgan, the National 
Portrait Gallery, the Gilder Lehrmen Institute, the University of Rochester, and 
the Henry Ford Museum.

 

The creator of this montage, George May Powell, was a man of diverse talents 
and influence.  He served as founder of the Evangelical Press Association and 
Oriental Topographical corps (where he lead an expedition through Egypt and 
North Africa to create educational maps of Palestine and the Holy Land for school 
children), was president of the National Forest Council and Intensive Agricul-
tural Society, and ran unsuccessfully for congress on the Prohibition ticket.  He 
was also a long-time supporter of President Lincoln who worked in the Treasury 
Department during the Civil War.
Cornell University, LINCOLN’S UNFINISHED WORK (online).  $1750.
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 Traffic Guide for the Forth Worth Area,
with Over Eighty Pages of Local Advertisements

29. [Texas]: TARRANT COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE TRAFFIC MANUAL 
[wrapper title]. [N.p., likely Fort Worth: ca. 1953-1959]. 73pp. including in-text 
illustrations and advertisements, plus another [45]pp. of advertisements, includ-
ing notice to retail merchants. Original printed blue wrappers, stapled. Wrappers 
faded, significant edge wear, small chips to spine. Interior slightly tanned but 
otherwise clean. Good plus.

A very scarce illustrated 1950s traffic guide from the Fort Worth area.  Automobile 
fatalities were on the rise in the period, and this manual lays out the importance 
of learning the rules of the road in no uncertain terms: “A more pitiful sight does 
not exist than that of the broken body of a child lying in the road, stricken down 
while riding a bicycle or playing in the street...remember, this could be YOUR 
child.”  Otherwise, the manual prints general advice, the rules for right of way 
and hand signaling (with illustrations), and prints the text of relevant laws.

At least two thirds of this booklet, however, is filled with hundreds of printed 
ads for all manner of goods and services.  One particularly unapologetic ad from 
the Texas Wine & Liquor Company reads: “Somewhere along the line the Splash 
Publicity given the Drunk or ‘Hot Rod’ operator has been ballooned way out of 
proportion to the true facts...let’s be fair, it is more than that few who are the 
blame for our constantly rising fatality across the country.  It is small like failure 
to dim your lights, refusing to give the right of way, passing on a blind curve, 
failure to signal, and all the common garden variety violations that are causing 
the steady climb in fatalities.”  Also contains a notice from the printers “To Our 
Retail Merchants” warning businesses to be on the lookout for fake checks in 
accordance with “KNOW YOUR ENDORSER” campaign of the U.S. Secret 
Service, which began during the Second World War.  OCLC locates only one 
copy of this manual, at the Fort Worth Public Library.
OCLC 28013666.  $375.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.
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 “I tell you Anna I have got but very little love for the so called
Noble Red Men. They are Noble when they are dead

but alive they are the most beastly inhuman brutes....”

30. Woodbury, George: [COLLECTION OF FOUR LETTERS FROM 
ARMY SOLDIER GEORGE WOODBURY TO HIS FRIEND, “ANNA,” 
DESCRIBING HIS EXPERIENCES IN THE SOUTHWEST, DETAIL-
ING FRONTIER DEFENSES AND FIGHTING NATIVE AMERICANS 
IN THE ARIZONA TERRITORY DURING THE LATTER YEARS OF 
THE APACHE WARS]. [Various forts in Arizona Territory. 1881-1883]. Four 
autograph letters, signed, and a short autograph note, signed, written on various 
paper stocks, totaling 18pp., and approximately 1,600 words. Original mailing 
folds, otherwise in excellent condition.

A captivating series of letters written by George Woodbury, a soldier in the 
Southwest during the latter stages of the conflict between White settlers, miners, 
and their military protectors, and the Apache warriors who fought to expel them.  

Woodbury provides vivid accounts of 
active warfare and tactics, his unvar-
nished opinions on Native Americans, 
the killing of Native American prisoners, 
and descriptions of the Arizona coun-
tryside, along with standard inquiries 
into family matters (it is possible his 
correspondent, Anna is a family member 
and not a girlfriend, since he outlines 
plans to return home and marry a “Miss 
Jones”).  Woodbury wrote these let-
ters from Arizona Territory towards 
the end of a series of conflicts known 
collectively as the Apache Wars, fought 
between settlers and indigenous Apache 
peoples.  Two of the letters are written 
from Fort Apache, with one each from 
Fort Lowell and the U.S. Signal Camp 
at Calabasas.

 

Woodbury comments on and often dis-
cusses Native Americans in good detail 
in all four of his letters, as well as the 
short, undated note present here.  His 
earliest letter was written from Fort 
Apache on October 5, 1861.  The letter 
deserves to be quoted at some length: 
“I suppose you saw by the papers that 
I was unlucky enough to get wounded 

by the Indians the 30th of Aug. last at a place called Cibecue Creek well Anna 
it was a very close call for me...the bullet went through my left side the doctor 
said one inch above my heart and I had to ride 60 miles on horse back after it 
was done....There were five of us when we started and two of us got in the other 
three died on their horses they tied us on to the horses so we should not fall off if 
we died before we got to the Post there was over fifty killed soldiers and citizens 
around the Post but we gave them a good licking....It was the 19th time I have 
been under fire and to think I should go through the whole war and not get hit 
and then get it at the hands of a dirty Indian...”

His next letter from Fort Apache on February 12, 1882 also contains a lengthy 
passage related to his experiences with the native Apaches, as well as his com-
ments on the local game hunting scene: “I received your very welcome letter 
yesterday it was over a month upon the road and it was a lucky letter to reach 
here at all for between the Indians and white men together they jump about every 
other mail....The Indians are getting quite troublesome again on account of the 
prisoners they have at Camp Thomas there are over 80 there that are to be shot 
this month if their sentences are approved by the President....Tell Frank Newton 
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that I was out on a hunting expedition last month and the whole party brought 
home 87 deers and 107 turkeys and I killed 4 deers  and 17 turkeys and a Bear 
there are millions of wild turkeys here....A mile away from the Post the Indians 
ran the cattle...and killed several of them but the Indian scouts from this place 
went out with a detachment of troops and got them back Indians and all they 
are in the guard house now the Indian scouts killed 12 of them before the white 
troops came up thus saving the expense of a trial the best and easiest way to try 
them all I tell you Anna I have got but very little love for the so called Noble 
Red Men they are Noble when they are dead but alive they are the most beastly 
inhuman brutes....”

Woodbury includes a short passage in his letter from Fort Lowell the next year, 
on February 11, 1883: “May be I shall come home and marry Miss Jones but I 
think if I get away from all of these Indians with my hair I should be very foolish 
to run any more risks....”

His fourth and final letter, written from the U.S. Signal Camp, Calabasas but 
undated, likely dates to 1873 or a bit later, given the fact that he writes about 
going “back to Fort Lowell.”  In this letter, Woodbury comments again on clashes 
with Native Americans, and also on frontier defense: “I was ordered to establish a 
signal station here for the better protection of the miners.  The Indians begin to 
stir out a little again this Spring and we establish signal stations from Mountain 
Junk[?] to another and thus notify the military immediately of any danger.  We 
use the Heloygraph [heliograph] a small piece of French[?] plate covered with 
quicksilver something like a looking glass and a shade that moves up and down in 
front and you can by moving make a flash that you can see 20 and on very bright 
sunny days even forty miles away....”  He then describes how the number of flashes 
communicates information, and follows up with a description of how he “had built 
a stone wall around the camp for protection against bullets....”  He also mentions 
in this letter “the rifles the Indians carry” and how he has “not heard the musical 
sound of a bullet since the 17th of last July.  Then there were a plenty of them 
for a whole afternoon but we gave them all they wanted killing 40 and taking all 
the stockade and every thing else they had.  We lost several killed and wounded 
and I was thinking after we had buried them way there in the mountains what 
these friends would think if they only knew where they were buried.”

Included in this group of four letters is an undated note by Woodbury in which 
he discusses his military pay as well as a plan he has for moving to Washington 
and “get good pay” once his service time is complete.  Again in this short note, 
Woodbury’s commentary is influenced by his experiences with Native Americans.  
In Washington, Woodbury writes that he will experience “no fear of Indians – that 
is what I am working for.”

A group of four interesting and informative letters written by a young American 
military man while stationed in Arizona, describing life on the frontier and battles 
against the native inhabitants, detailing frontier defenses and more, providing a 
rare glimpse of Arizona Territory in the waning years of the Apache Wars.
 $6250.
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